
From: ACC Art info@acc-art.com
Subject: Re: 2 book cover designs

Date: 19 November 2018 at 6:58 PM
To: Jack L admin@end2endbooks.co

I’ll publish your email reply to me - very informative!

Sent from my smart phone - please excuse typos or brevity!

On 19. Nov 2018, at 11:35, Jack L <admin@end2endbooks.co> wrote:

Hi Caroline

Please stop being abusive towards us, as you’ve been with your freestyle comment and threatening us with a bad rating. 

How any designer works is that you should specify your requirements and we do the design for you.

In the first order, you specified you wanted the base image to be the photograph you sent. We did that. If you want us to
work on a new image, that is a completely different set of requirement. The logic that less revisions done on one order to
carry over to another is not valid because your unclear requirements is making us do more work as well, which we are not
charging extra for. So unless we are charging for extra revisions, there’s no discount for less revisions either. I’m sure as a
business person you understand risk-reward and pricing far better than I do.

In the second order, I tried so hard to understand your preference on those first 3 concepts presented but all we got was “no
cookie cutter”. I went back to ask the designer and that’s why he gave something not so squarish and centralised. We got
abused due to receiving unclear instructions. Then came new additional requirements, which we charge extra for, that the
background is essential and so was your hands/gesture. This was a crucial piece of missing information. If 1/3 of the picture
should be avoided, we would not present those first 3 concepts to you. In spite of such new information being presented to
us that changed the requirements drastically, we provided 2 more concepts to you for free as we want an excellent
customer experience. We have already gone above what was required. 

However, if you like, you can view this additional 2 concepts as the “discount” from the last order that didn’t need revisions.
Regardless, our standard package is that we only revise 1 concept until it is final. We can take elements from multiple
concepts you like and put them into 1 single piece of work. But to continue providing revisions on 2 separate images is
extra work that is not covered.

Earlier on I have already offered you a refund as your instructions were impossible for us to move forward on. Please
choose 1 so that we can move ahead, or we’ll be happy to provide a 50% refund on the second order. We thank you for
both orders, but $147x2 is also not a life-changing amount substantial for us to bear with such abuse.

On 19 Nov 2018, at 12:27 AM, ACC Art <info@acc-art.com> wrote:

Jack!

There was nothing you had to change in the very first cover you presented to me! I’ve already been extremely generous
with you and I dont think you want a bad rating 

Sent from my smart phone - please excuse typos or brevity!

On 18. Nov 2018, at 16:06, Jack L <admin@end2endbooks.co> wrote:

Hi Caroline

For revisions to both concepts, please see invoice
here https://app.invoiceninja.com/view/0c4oiwfxpi6mv4fdylzemzg4fbpdovhs

If you would like to choose just 1, then disregard the invoice and let us know which you prefer please.

On 18 Nov 2018, at 9:34 PM, ACC Art <info@acc-art.com> wrote:

Try both

Sent from my smart phone - please excuse typos or brevity!

On 18. Nov 2018, at 14:27, Jack L <admin@end2endbooks.co> wrote:

Great, do you want the one without the “fade to grey” or the one with the “fade to grey” at the sides?

On 18 Nov 2018, at 2:09 AM, ACC Art <info@acc-art.com> wrote:

Hi Jack

Far better!

Can we just please switch the bars?
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Sent from my smart phone - please excuse typos or brevity!

On 17. Nov 2018, at 17:50, Jack L <admin@end2endbooks.co> wrote:

Hi Caroline

Please see below 2 versions. Version 1 fits a typical book cover ratio more. Version 2 is with the original top
and bottom shown but without the shading on the sides since you didn’t like the previous shading. However
the ratio of the cover is a little off. Let me know your thoughts on below 2 versions

Ver 1:

<9.jpeg>

And below ver 2:

<7.jpeg>

On 14 Nov 2018, at 10:06 PM, ACC Art <info@acc-art.com> wrote:

Pls see below 

Sent from my smart phone - please excuse typos or brevity!

On 14. Nov 2018, at 13:59, Jack L <admin@end2endbooks.co> wrote:

Hi Caroline

I can see that the picture is slightly to the left as I guess the designer wanted to balance having the text
all on the right. However, is the picture too far left what you are referring to? Do you want the whole title to
be of the same size and even the font title? Or is the position of the title over your shoulder not good, as
in there should not be any text covering the photo? If that’s the case, we could do something
like http://creativefuelstudios.com/wp-content/gallery/memoir-bc/Dont-Call-Me-Mother.jpg but in the font
and color similar to your signature? That way your entire pic will be in, and no text covers anything.

Good idea!

As mentioned previously, please give us more detail. As you can see, if we were to use solely your
picture as the base picture, there is very limited space for us to put any text on the picture. The font type
and color you wanted should have all been provided before starting. If your hands/gesture was important,
it would be helpful if you told us before hand - same as the background. It’s been quite hard for us to
guess all of your requirements when none was provided.

I’m not a book cover designer. 

On 14 Nov 2018, at 7:47 PM, ACC Art <info@acc-art.com> wrote:

Unproportional as always!

Do you have any certificates in the stuff you are doing or all freestyle?

Sent from my smart phone - please excuse typos or brevity!

On 14. Nov 2018, at 13:15, Jack L <admin@end2endbooks.co> wrote:

Hi Caroline

How is this?

<art dealer - lw version.png>

On 13 Nov 2018, at 2:12 PM, ACC Art <info@acc-art.com> wrote:

The background IS essential 

Sent from my smart phone - please excuse typos or brevity!

On 13. Nov 2018, at 06:07, Jack L <admin@end2endbooks.co> wrote:

Is the background essential? In the next version, likely we’ll need to crop the background out

On 12 Nov 2018, at 11:55 PM, ACC <info@acc-art.com> wrote:

Also it's important that one sees my hands/ gesture!
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Jack L <admin@end2endbooks.co> hat am 12. November 2018 um 16:35 geschrieben: 

Hi Caroline

How about this?

<acc-bw-11nov.jpeg> 

On 10 Nov 2018, at 1:01 AM, Jack L < admin@end2endbooks.co> wrote:

Hi Caroline 

Sure we’ll be on it. We may not be able to provide an update before the weekend, but
probably Monday. 

On 9 Nov 2018, at 4:14 AM, ACC < info@acc-art.com> wrote: 
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A.-C. Cole 
Founder of ACC Art and ACC Movies Ltd. 
acc-art.com

Mobile: +44(0)77 65 51 70 57
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